"I can't see you out there, I can hear you yelling and booing, but I'll tell you... I'm not going anywhere. I'm going to stay right here and finish my act."
City Lights

Letters

STRAIGHT FROM THE HIP

Adidas Football Special

If Adidas makes it, we sell it!
The Spaceman Cometh

The title character, despite his unusual advantages, is in the end no match for the seductive pull of American culture.

They laughed when we stepped into our jumpsuits.

But when we jumped out!

They laughed when we stepped into our jumpsuits.

But when we jumped out!

Why pay through it for auto insurance?

prepare to be swept off your feet by our fascinating selection of negligence

optical illusion
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Movies
Duncan Shepherd

[Article content]

MOVIE THEATERS

[List of movie theaters with showtimes]

Gabirollo Athletic Club

[Poster advertisement]

$76 for a full year's membership to Cabrillo Athletic Club.

[Offer details]

[Contact information]
**Movies**

**Duncan Shepherd**

**Enjoy Money Boogie**

"Get involved in a new kind of wave riding experience! The Money Boogie combines elements of board and body surfing to create a thrill which is different from either and brings you right in close to the wave where you feel its power and power.

The Boogie's softness and flexibility makes it ideal for the beginner as well as the experienced surfer. It is also 1/2 the price of a surfboard and will really last. So forget wax, dipo, car top racks and "No Surfing Area" hassles, and get into a Money Boogie."

**North American Indian Arts and Crafts Show and Sale**

**AUGUST 13-14-15**

**JOHNSON & JOHNSON CENTER**

**SOUTHBAY TO SIERRA CENTER**

**$50 Discoun**

---

**You're invited to watch and participate:**

**2nd Annual San Diego NATIONAL DORY RACE and Surf Festival**

**Saturday, August 14th 4PM**

**SOUTH PACIFIC BEACH (Ft. of Grand)**

**Prizes and WATERMELON Awarded!**
Movies

Duncan Shepherd

The Shots

Henry, a photographer, is assigned to shoot a magazine cover of a movie star while the star's fiancée is in town. She is the daughter of an elderly, wealthy couple, and the photographer's friend, a photographer's assistant, is married to her. The photographer's friend is also the star's ex-boyfriend, and the photographer is the daughter's father. The photographer and his friend are both secretly in love with the star and her fiancée. The photographer's friend also has a secret that he is keeping from the photographer. The photographer's friend is also a photographer's assistant. The photographer's friend is also the star's ex-boyfriend. The photographer's friend is also the photographer's friend. The photographer's friend is also the photographer's friend. The photographer's friend is also the photographer's friend. The photographer's friend is also the photographer's friend.
Don't Think of Them as Patients

"Most especially, we are committed to these kids as their friends. Friendship is something they've seldom been exposed to."

Winter in August

Where Johnny's sense of direction keys on personal fulfillment, brother Edgar's inclination centers around group satisfaction.
An Overnight Legend?

- North County Health Food Center welcomed over 1000 customers in the first week it opened the doors.
- Over 500 pounds of bulk grains, seeds, nuts, dried fruits, pasta, etc. were sold from the SS self-service plastic bulk bins.
- Vitamins from the best companies were sold along with dairy from All-Dairy.
- Vegetarians, vegans, and people of all ages and persuasions were welcomed by a huge selection of quality foods and the great vibe atmosphere of the store.

An overnight legend... perhaps not... but certainly a community service!

REFUEL

RECORDS

FLEETWOOD MAC

Record where the press is.

FIREFALL

Painted nose, engine in.

SPORTS ARENA

The Public House

FANTASY

Tues.-Sun. thru Aug. 22

KYLE

Bar opened.

The Public

HAPPY HOUR 5-7 PM
LETTERS

POLES APART

The Malayan Tiger shark are advertised as "world's largest," and indeed they are, perceived almost obscure, if some peculiarity of native races in Malayasia that one poor American fishermen are not only in.
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The Old World Faire

Outdoors at the Sports Arena

August 12-15

10-10 Daily

Thurs.-Sun.

FREE PARKING

FREE ADMISSION

How Ye? How Ye?
The honor of your presence
is requested by the Old World Faire.
Come and take a journey back through time
as you stroll through the Renaissance Marketplace
of fully costumed artists and craftsmen. Delight
in the sights, sounds, and scents of this amazing
world of fantasy and wonder. Enjoy the
delights of magic, dance, and juggling. Come and
enjoy the magic of the Old World Faire!

11700 Sports Arena

703-598-4300

www.oldworldfaire.com